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Abstract. The paper briefly describes the web based application “Me and UNESCO” for the realization of the database “Bulgarian cultural and historical heritage under the protection of UNESCO”, developed in IMI (BAS). The web based application follows a modern learning strategy based on the Understanding by Design approach. In a multimedia environment, additional content is provided on study topics commenting on the Bulgarian cultural and historical heritage sites under the protection of UNESCO.
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1 Introduction

The Internet as a global system for communication between computers is a public-ly accessible system of interconnected networks, a network of networks. In addition, this virtual social and media environment offers information environments with links between databases. The trend is to develop reusable environments.

A digital environment representing sites of the Bulgarian cultural and historical heritage under the protection of UNESCO was designed and developed at the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics of the Bulgarian Academy of Science. The environment is multimedia (technology-assisted) and learner-centered and encourages the learners to manipulate information and learn through specific experiences upon research (Kovacheva & Dimitrova, 2018). A web based application “Me and UNESCO” has been developed to work in this environment. The application follows the pedagogical approach Understanding by Design framework (Wiggins & McTighe, 2017) and aims at transferring knowledge (additional content) to academic subjects which discuss Bulgarian cultural and historical sites in the UNESCO List (UNESCO-List, 2017).
Information and Communication Technologies – a Tool to Transfer Knowledge and Learning Resources

Information and communication technologies (ICT) allow and are used for web based services, for user interaction, for content use and creation. ICTs have a place at all levels of school education, such as:

• learning tool – independent academic subject;
• information transfer tool;
• knowledge construction and share environment.

ICT work with information but do not provide knowledge. Knowledge is individually constructed in a social context. Electronic education resources expand access to knowledge and represent tools, designed in a pedagogical frame, to develop competencies, skills and cultural change through individual “learning experience”. The requirements for a resource to function in a web-environment are:

• elements (relations and descriptions) in logic consequence;
• simple content update.

Basic characteristics of the Internet as a platform to share digital content among many users are:

• supply and use of digital resources and programs in a web environment;
• co-authorship, forming collective intelligence;
• user enriching experience.

Architecture of a Digital Environment for Knowledge Presentation and Transfer (Additional Learning Content)

The architecture of any programming environment for knowledge presentation and transfer typically includes: digital content creation modules (knowledge repositories), links to the academic content repositories, and user interface. The basis of the information model is the content (knowledge) - for the fulfillment of a specific purpose. Digital academic content repositories are databases.

The creator of the program environment and databases it works with is the so-called administrator. The creator of the digital content is the administrator and/or the trainer. Creators of source academic content are learners and trainer. Learners and trainer “in” and “with” the module I create generate the source e-learning content through “Me and UNESCO” web based application (Kovacheva & Dimitrova, 2017). End users of the application are the trainer, learners and their parents.

The elements of the digital learning environment for work with the “Me and UNESCO” web based application are:

• technological platform – a tool, offering all environment elements and combining hardware and software;
• resource (content) – in compliance with education standards and learner’s profile;
• services (functionalities) to manage and support users. Technologies allow for and are used for web based services (sites, social networks, content management systems) for user interaction – as well as for content use and creation.

**Digital environment basic functions:**
1. **Administrator** – enabling education process management; maintaining a link to repositories; support of various types of users upon the respective access rights;
2. **Trainer’s** activities – monitoring of the work with the web application and modeling of trainee activities to create content in a specialized module I create;
3. **Learner’s** activities – turning over the pages and examining “Me and UNESCO” web application pages, and content creating in the module I create;
**Parent(s)** activities – monitoring of the work with the web application and children creations when working with the module I create.

4 **Technological Platform**

The MediaWiki platform has been selected for the realization of the project: Implementation of the “Me and UNESCO” web application to support learners with an additional resource for the History and Civilization and Man and Society academic subjects in the Bulgarian school. The idea is to present new and/or additional content such as a range of hyper-documents, combined with multimedia components provided on the Internet (Kovacheva, 2016).

“Me and UNESCO” uses the current stable MediaWiki version (1.32.0) of January 2019. MediaWiki is a free server software, extensible, multilingual with an easily customizable side menu and a user-friendly layout - designed for a website with millions of visits. MediaWiki is a multi-functional platform for online collaboration and documentation useful for gathering, organizing, and presenting knowledge. The standard design is managed by content-related features. MediaWiki offers a rich set of basic features and an extension mechanism that provide additional functionalities. The three main features that characterize the platform are:

• possibility to generate content with the active participation of users;
• online collaboration;
• free information exchange.

MediaWiki installation requires the user to have administrator rights on a server working with PHP and compatible type of SQL database.

MediaWiki supports a rich content, generated by means of a specialized syntax. The software allows work with a variety of media files. The richest functionality is in the sphere of imagery. Galleries with images and thumbnails are used for Wikimedia and Wikimedia Commons media archive.
In “Me and UNESCO”, the images are arranged in „galleries“. The grammatical editor for wikitext is “visible” and accessible on the customized toolbar from wiki syntax. Double square brackets (as part of syntax) are used for creation of hyperlinks to other wiki pages.

The digital environment for working with the “Me and UNESCO” web application is an “attempt” to understand great ideas (identification, interpretation and research) and a conceptual framework for reflection on experience. Designed experience is for real ideas with useful knowledge and skills. Learners perceive ideas when working with them. Modern learning is increasingly being developed in environments that foster the understanding and application of knowledge and the development of a new “learning literacy”. With ICT, which are tools for transferring knowledge and learning resources, learning is a change based on interaction “with” and “in” the environment. In a linked environment, the learner manipulates information and shapes knowledge, and this emphasizes the integral nature of learning.

Learning is the “creation” of knowledge and “change” in communication with an environment that includes independent and systematized artifacts rather than static, stored knowledge. To learn something new, the object of learning is changed, new attribute values are assigned and new attributes, if necessary, and the object is explored. Training requires the learner to create a linked environment through which learners interpret, model and create knowledge.

“Multimedia text” is a resource for reasoning in action. It provides potential “key points” (ways to engage with content) and various links (conceptual knowledge) “in” the environment. The digital environment is a learning space where the learner acts (manipulates information), uses tools, and interacts with other learners.

The navigation through MediaWiki is effective, and each page provides visual information and allows moving of other pages. The three main navigation elements of the wiki page are:

- **sidebar** which provides access to important pages on wiki (last changes, file upload); this is an authorized entrance to view the options in the sidebar;
- **links (sections)** in an open page, its related discussion pages, version history and editions;
- **user links** 1. For anonymous user – profile creation; 2. For registered user – user page with preferences.

“Me and UNESCO” digital environment (1) orientates the “view”; (2) directs towards understanding; (3) integrates knowledge of “sites”. It also creates cultural knowledge of new sites by organizing information about them and their significance in the context of the user (learner) that motivates their intellectual search. Some “sites” are rediscovered, others are created and presented, while third ones are collected for subsequent consideration. In this way, their cultural value is redefined and their community impact strengthens the personal experience. After the “experience of the site”, an appropriate regard and social behavior towards it is achieved. More information in detail about described web application could be found in (Kovacheva, 2016), (Kovacheva & Dimitrova, 2017), (Kovacheva, Dimitrova, & Pezhgorski, 2016).
At school, learners “learn” about world and culture, perceive the monuments of the cultural and historical heritage as a “visible past”, and complete “system” of values. Digital tools enhance access to world architectural values, optimize learning processes and help build capacity by working with a huge amount of data. Figures 1-3 illustrate the presentation of additional learning content for history, civilization, man and society:

**Fig. 1.** Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo as element (object) of the database – presentation of some database attributes and their values by the web application “Me and UNESCO”
Fig. 2. “Me and UNESCO” – screenshot of the page with the answers of the questions WHEN and WHY a given site is included.

Fig. 3. “Me and UNESCO” – screenshot of the page with chronologic site description and the link to the Glossary entry манастир /monastery/, providing additional learning content.
6 Concluding Remarks

One of the key skills for success in the technology knowledge society in the context of globalization is the ability to learn. “Learning how to learn” is an essential tool for lifelong learning that gives learner autonomy for development with the help of innovative learning environments (Kovacheva, Dimitrova, & Pezhgorski, 2016). All technologies have high integration potential to support this process.

Educational paradigms are changing to learning outcomes, i.e. it is necessary to introduce practical experience in the curriculum. This requires the introduction of learning approaches that promote learning and develop learning skills.

“Learning how to learn” is predominantly understood as a method in action: learners are involved in the activity itself, that is, they learn how to learn. It is useful to develop working learning environments. The learning environment should inspire learning. Technology has an increasingly important role in day-to-day school practices and allows learners to participate in the development and selection of their own learning environment. Each learning site develops their functional literacy and transversal skills, and they are the basis of their key competencies.
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